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Dear Mr. Secretary-General, 

Thank you for inviting our ideas on Promoting Life in Harmony with Nature.  Global Human Commons 

is an initiative of ing. Emile van Essen, member of The Association of World Citizens  which is 

accredited to the United Nations via the ECOSOC Roster. Please find our main ideas outlined below. 

 

LIVING IN HARMONY WITH NATURE 

Nature is our source of life. However: In our daily battle to survive the “grosso modo” of humanity is 

only connected by economy.  In my point of view we can find our evolved way to nature by 

overcoming the effects of the dark millennium  – years 1000 to 2000 – by learning form it and 

shifting to  primarily sharing and owning instead of owning by (economically) battle. This is possible 

by layering our rights and sources in a more clever way:  

- First the basement of (human and all) life must be granted  by common nature;  

- Then man needs from birth right to owns an own place to live and to harvest so s/he will 

have a valuable crib;  

- On the third layer comes the right to take care for nature and neighbors as well to get care by 

inability and age;  

- The fourth layer will grand education and entrepreneurship in free economy based on green 

technology; 

- From those four layers mankind will be able to live in peace and harmony with nature by 

finding the right proportions for this by becoming aware of interrelationships as population, 

food, rich natural environment, and spiritual emotional balance. 
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So the power of this shift is to get people back in connection with nature as well out of the 

economical battle by commons and birth right on land and harvest.  

This we can call THE BRONNING RIGHTS. In 1948 the United Nations adopted the Universal 

Declaration of the Human Rights. It contains 30 rights. Up to ten additional rights will grand the 

bronning rights. So the new Human Rights “2012” will be 40 in number. To add: 

31.  A part of the global land and water will be common wealth  to ensure sustainability of nature 

and species. 

32. Everyone has the right to visit (parts of) common nature. 

33.  Everyone gets (for instance) 1000 m2 of fertile land on which enough sun and water enters to 

produce good food and a healthy living. 

34. Everyone gets the right and duty to get and  give care to the commons and peoples with 

inabilities and at age as a local service – part of lifetime activity. 

35. Everyone gets free energy in an reasonable amount to has good light, heating and cooling, 

cleaning, internet, and telephone. 

36. Everyone gets a pollution quote and the right on healthy air and surrounding. 

37. Everyone has the right on correct information and sufficient education. 

38. Everyone has the right to work on four levels – based on green technology:  

On his own land; 

On community services; 

On social services; 

On commercial services. 

39. Everyone has the right to (let) labor his land, build a house on it and to exchange with others. 

After dying the land may stay for five year in the family. Then it will be free for giving it away to the 

community which will give it to a new born child. 

40. Mankind has the right to live in peace and harmony with nature by finding together the right 

proportions for the above by becoming aware of interrelationships as population, food, rich natural 

environment, and the needed spiritual emotional balance. 

Open for further explanation and support, 

With  Respect and Kind Regards, 

 

 
ing. J. J. Emile van Essen 

Global Human Commons 


